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The Chamber of Commerce is the home of the provincial economy. Its task is to help 
local businesses, as represented through their trade associations. 
The origins of the Chamber of Commerce can be traced back to a written deed 

from the late 1500s, the ‘Statutes of the Guild of Merchants’, although some historians be-
lieve it was founded as early as Roman times. The organisation’s headquarters are on Corso 
XI Settembre in the historic centre of Pesaro, in a prestigious rationalist-style palazzo which 
the Chamber had restored. The Chamber has three main functions: administration, market 
regulation and promotions. Its main administrative task is managing the Register of Compa-
nies, a list of businesses in the Province of Pesaro and Urbino. 
The register provides a means of recognition, transparency and management. 
Market regulation involves offering arbitration and conciliation services and monitoring unfair 
competition. Promotion covers providing funding for companies taking part in trade fairs 
abroad, ‘in-house’ and ‘external’ workshops and similar projects, including support for the 
tourism industry and food products. As part of its promotional work, the Chamber of Com-
merce also uses the Campanara exhibition area in Pesaro, operated by two ad-hoc compa-
nies, Terre di Rossini e Raffaello and Aspin 2000. Aspin 2000 was set up specifically to help 
globalise local businesses.
The Chamber of Commerce offers fast, punctual, modern services. It was one of the first in 
Italy to adopt the digital signature, an important tool for companies. 
Over the past few years it has expanded its horizons to include emerging markets, primarily 
China, receiving public acclaim for this strategy from Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, former President 
of Italy.
This recognition makes us proud and spurs us on to do even better. The following associa-
tions are members of the Chamber of Commerce: Abi, Adiconsum, Adoc, Agci, Ali Claai, 
Ania, Api, Casartigiani, Cgil, Cia, Cisl, Cna, Coldiretti, Compagnia delle Opere, Confagricoltu-
ra, Confartigianato, Confcooperative, Confindustria, Confcommercio, Confesercenti, Feder-
consumatori, Federpesca, Lega Coop Marche, Uil, Unci, Upa.
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Foreword

Allow us to introduce ourselves to you. 
We hope this brochure will provide a simple, enjoyable intro-
duction to our Province. 

Believe us; it’s worth getting to know it.
We believe that we are a little bit special, like the stunning painting on 
display in Urbino’s Galleria Nazionale: ‘The ideal city’.
An ideal place, one might say. Beautiful to look at and full of history, yet 
down-to-earth and forward-looking. Life is good here. Our Province is 
a place of opportunity, excellent services and all-round wellbeing. We 
have built it using our great traditions, dynamic culture and legendary 
dedication to our work.
These values are reflected in our products.
They are their defining characteristics, and they epitomise that so-
mething special which is appreciated throughout Italy and across the 
world. From exquisite hand-crafted products to mega yachts and tan-
kers; from furniture and kitchens to outstanding cuisine.
From precision mechanics to elegant clothes.
This is what we’re all about.
This brochure will tell you more about us. Discover our Province, a won-
derful destination for tourists, whatever their tastes: from beaches to 
fortresses and historic villages to the endless green slopes of the Apen-
nines.
Let us tell you about the people who, with the help of nature’s bounty, 
have helped make it so beautiful and so well-loved.
This is how we live, and our way of doing things. We hope you will enjoy 
discovering it.

Alberto Drudi, Chairman, Chamber of Commerce of Pesaro and Urbino

Bodies of the Chamber of Commerce 

The Board
 
Chairman
Alberto Drudi     craft sector
Deputy Chairman
Amerigo Varotti     trade

Board Members                 
Giorgio Aguzzi craft sector 
Learco Bastianelli  craft sector 
Giuseppe Cinalli  craft sector
Tommaso Di Sante  agriculture
Alberto Dolci  services 
Camilla Fabbri  transport and distribution 
Lorenzo Francesconi  manufacturing industry 
Luigino Gambini  manufacturing industry  
Rita Gaudenzi  manufacturing industry  
Tonino Giardini fishing 
Gennaro Mascini  services 
Alarico Massi  trade
Alfredo Mietti  trade

           

Federico Pansieri  tourism 
Giuliano Paolucci cooperative
Dario Pilla  credit and insurance
Ferruccio Pratelli  craft sector 
Mauro Rapa  manufacturing industry  
Enzo Rosati  trade 
Sauro Rossi  trade unions 
Gianfranco Santi  agriculture 
Sergio Schiaroli consumer associations 
Ulvido Sorcinelli  craft sector 
Marziano Sperandini  manufacturing industry   
Giancarlo Zuccarini  trade 

The Council
 
Chairman  
Alberto Drudi craft sector 
Deputy Chairman   
Amerigo Varotti trade

Board Members    
Giorgio Aguzzi craft sector 
Learco Bastianelli  craft sector
Tommaso Di Sante agriculture 
Luigino Gambini  manufacturing industry  
Alfredo Mietti  trade 
Gianfranco Santi  agriculture 
Ulvido Sorcinelli  craft sector 
Marziano Sperandini  manufacturing industry   

Secretary-General
Fabrizio Schiavoni
Deputy Secretary-General
Loreno Zandri  



Gioachino Rossini and Raffaello Sanzio (Raphael): the ultimate expression of art and culture from the Province 
of Pesaro and Urbino. Their sublime talents have taken our Province to the world. 

Gioachino Rossini, the musical genius
The ‘Swan of Pesaro’, as Rossini was known, left an everlasting mark on the world of opera. 
His awe-inspiring crescendos are legendary. His works include, to name but a few, The Barber of 
Seville, La gazza ladra (The Thieving Magpie), L’italiana in Algeri (The Italian Girl in Algiers), Il viaggio 
a Reims (The Journey to Reims) and William Tell. The Rossini Opera Festival has played a key role in 
bringing Rossini’s work to a new audience, and the Rossini Foundation has helped protect it. 

Raphael and the geniuses of painting  
Urbino’s Galleria Nazionale is home to two masterpieces by Raphael, the ‘Portrait of a Young Woman’ 
and ‘Saint Catherine of Alexandria’. The gallery also houses Titian’s ‘Last Supper ’, ‘The Flagellation’ and 
the ‘Madonna of Senigallia’ by Piero della Francesca, plus an extensive collection of works by Federico 
Barocci, another great painter who, like Raphael, was born in Urbino. One of Barocci’s paintings, the ‘Rest 

on the Flight to Egypt’, can be seen in the church of Santo Stefano in Piobbico. Federico and Taddeo Zuccari, two brothers from the 
town of Sant’Angelo in Vado near Urbino, were outstanding exponents of mannerism.
The church of Santa Maria Nuova in Fano is home to Perugino’s ‘Madonna with Child and Saints’ and ‘An-
nunciation’, as well as a predella, the ‘Life of the Virgin’, attributed to a young Raphael. Giovanni Bellini’s 
altarpiece can be seen in Pesaro’s Musei Civici; ‘The Annunciation’ by Guido Reni and ‘The Guardian 
Angel’ by Guercino are on display in the Pinacoteca Comunale, Fano.
The collection of ceramics in Pesaro is also well worth a visit.

Villas and historic villages
The Province is full of historic villages and buildings. Particularly worthy of note are the Villa Imperiale 
in Pesaro, designed by Gerolamo Genga and decorated with frescoes by Perin del Vaga and Raf-

Great men, 
                artistic masterpieces
   and natural spectacles

The Composer Gioachino Rossini

The Painter and Architect Raffaello Sanzio

A view of the Ducal Palace and the Cathedral, Urbino The unpolluted nature The Castle, Gradara



faellino del Colle, and Villino Ruggeri, a wonderful 
Art Nouveau building on Pesaro’s seafront. 
The Ducal Palace, Urbino
This pearl of the Italian Renaissance is now home 
to Urbino’s Galleria Nazionale. The Palace’s de-
signers include Siena-born Francesco Di Giorgio 
Martini as well as the great architects Maso di Bar-
tolomeo, Luciano Laurana (who also designed the 
Rocca Costanza in Pesaro) and Girolamo Genga. 
Important architectural and urban evidence of the 
Dukedom of Urbino can also be seen in the towns 
of Fossombrone, Urbania, Sant’Angelo in Vado 

and Mercatello sul Metauro. 

Vitruvius, the genius of antiquity  
Vitruvius writes of his basilica in Fano in his work ‘De Architectura’. Important Roman 
remains can still be seen in the town, including the arch of Augustus, the walls, the 
amphitheatre and theatre. Other archaeological sites are scattered around the Provin-
ce, particularly along the Flaminian Way. Pergola is home to the famous Gilt Bronzes. 

Bramante, the Renaissance genius
Bramante designed the new St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome, and many historians agree 
that his project influenced subsequent developments. His masterpieces are concen-
trated in the cities of Milan and Rome. Bramante was head of a school whose mem-
bers are thought to include Bramantino, Antonio da Sangallo, Sansovino and Raphael 
himself. 

Francesco Di Giorgio Martini, the genius of fortresses
The hand of the Siena-born architect can be seen in the torrione (keep) at Cagli, the 
fortresses of Mondavio and Sassocorvaro and many other Renaissance military fortifi-
cations. Of particular interest is the medieval Rocca Malatestiana in Fano. Fano is also 
home to the tombs of Pandolfo III and his wife Bianca, of the signoria of Rimini; the ca-
stle of Gradara forms the backdrop to the tragic love story of Paolo and Francesca told 
by Dante. The castle of Brancaleoni in Piobbico also dates back to medieval times.

natural 
spectacles
From the sea to the peaks of the 
Apennines, the Province of Pesaro 
and Urbino has plenty to inspire 
the visitor.
The promontory of San Bartolo, 
a natural park, rises up suddenly 
along the sandy coastline. There 
are breathtaking sunsets from the 
villages of Fiorenzuola and Castel-
dimezzo, high above the Adriatic. 
When the broom plants come into 
flower, there is an explosion of 
wonderful colours and perfumes.
Inland lies the Gola del Furlo, a 
gorge and national nature reserve 
where eagles soar and wolves hunt 
once again.
Lovers of nature will adore the 
woodland areas of Tecchie in 
Cantiano and the Sasso Simone e 
Simoncello park near Montefeltro. 
Exceptionally beautiful landscapes 
can be seen from Mount Catria 
in the Alpe della Luna chain, in 
perfect harmony with manmade 
structures such as the hermitage of 
Fonte Avellana.

The Castle, Gradara

Villino Ruggeri, Pesaro

Federico da Montefeltro and his son Guidobaldo by Pedro Berruguete



Our Province offers tourists everything they need for a wonderful holiday, whatever the 
season. Visit our sandy beaches, ideal for families with children, or the San Bartolo 
coastline. There are ski resorts on the Apennines; gentle hills and dramatic mountain 

scenery; four spa resorts (Carignano di Fano, Montegrimano, Macerata Feltria and Petriano) and 
facilities for every sport you can think of.
Not to mention a very warm welcome and the most delicious food. Why not relax on the beach or 
enjoy the nightlife in Gabicce Mare? Take in prestigious cultural events, including the International 
New Cinema Festival and the Rossini Opera Festival in Pesaro, great monuments and artistic 
masterpieces. Experience one of the Province’s many local fiestas or the evening celebrations 
in its historic villages, the Festival of ancient music and the Kite Festival in Urbino, the traditional 
Fano dei Cesari festivities and the Carnival. Try sailing, windsurfing, kite-surfing, football, beach 
tennis or volleyball.
These are just some of the reasons to take a holiday in the Province of Pesaro and Urbino, an 
area which has been turning tourism into an economic success story for many years. The Pro-
vince has some 300 hotels and almost 400 farmhouses, hostels, campsites, apartments and 
mountain refuges. Every year the Province attracts an average of 600,000 holidaymakers, with a 
total of three and a half million overnight stays. Originally the tourism industry was based along 
the 40km coastline between Gabicce and Marotta, but visitor numbers to inland areas have been 
expanding rapidly for some years now. This tendency brings with it further advantages for the 

Province, such as the restoration of abandoned farmhouses and historic villas. 
The growth in tourism in inland areas is another strong point 

for the future. The Province’s modern services for 
businesses and consumers are also expanding.

The traditional retail sector is still predominant, ho-
wever, with 5,000 businesses out of a total of some 

9,500 in the local area. 
Around 3,500 wholesalers are based in the Province. It 

is ranked near the top in Italy as regards the number of 
large-scale distributors in the sector.

          Tourism,
our card
              for the future

Part of the long, well-equipped beach

Detail of the Castle, Mondavio

The beach, Gabicce Mare

Gioachino Rossini Theatre, Pesaro



       Craftwork,
the strength of tradition
               and modernity

Craft firms are a considerable economic force in the Province of 
Pesaro and Urbino, with a majority of small and medium-sized 
businesses.

The sector numbers some 13,000 firms out of a total of over 42,000: more 
than 30% of the entire local economy. Around 5,000 craft firms operate in 
the building sector, 3,500 in manufacturing and 1,100 in transport.
Craft-based businesses cover all aspects of the local economy. From furniture 
to mechanics, services to sailing, fashion to tourism and objets d’art to new 
technologies. The professional skills of craft workers are an added value for bu-
sinesses, which make the most of their know-how, and a guarantee of quality 
for the consumer. A similarly important value is their ability to forge memories, 
linking past, present and future.
Workshops and artists’ studios keep the ancient crafts alive, bringing them 
firmly up to date. They help pass on traditions and products which might other-
wise disappear forever.
The most striking examples of this in the everyday life of the Province are the 
firms, run by women, which turn the housewife’s expertise into viable businesses: 
hand-made pasta, traditional local dishes, bakeries, piadina and food products.
Similarly, a wealth of culture, skills and creativity is passed down from generation to 
generation in local arts, such as the ceramics of Pesaro and Urbania and the terra-
cottas of Fratte Rosa.
Other forward-thinking businesses compete through innovation, using all the opportuni-
ties which modern technology has to offer.
All this is our Province’s fundamental craft sector, whose strengths lie in direct relationships, 
respect and mutual trust between business owners and their staff.

Local Handcrafts



The Province of Pesaro and Urbino boasts one of the highest ratios in the whole of Italy for the number of 
inhabitants (some 370,000) to the number of businesses (over 42,000), in the furniture and kitchen sectors 
and many more. Statistical records show just how much progress has been made in terms of business 

development. After the second World War and right up to the early 1970s, many local people emigrated from the 
Province; since then the trend has reversed, and it has become even more marked in the past fifteen years. We offer 
opportunities, and we attract workers.
Small and medium-sized enterprises – by far and away the majority – form the backbone of the local economy. There 
are more than 6,200 local manufacturers. Much of production is exported: there are three times as many exports as 
imports, and this trend has been growing for some years now. Key export markets are Russia, France, Germany, the 
US and the Middle East. Trade with emerging Asian nations, including China and Vietnam, is expanding, as is trade 
with Eastern Europe, Africa and South America.
Pesaro is often called the ‘city of three “M”s’, and one of these is furniture (mobile in Italian). The furniture sector is 
scattered throughout the Province and, along with kitchen manufacturing, it 
has won fame both in Italy and worldwide. The Province numbers around 
1,400 furniture manufacturers (craft firms and industrial concerns) 
and over 500 in the woodworking sector. Another ‘M’ is 
precision mechanics and engineering (metalmeccanica in 
Italian): there are some 1,700 concerns in this segment, 
which accounts for around 600 million Euros in exports 
out of a total of more than 1.6 billion Euros. 
A further 270 million Euros come from furniture exports, 
with 190 million from shipbuilding.
Around 400 companies work in food and beverage 
production, with 700 in shoes and clothing and 200 in 
textiles.

Furniture and more
                  in the Province
  for business

Industrial production



In the mid 1800s the fishing port at Fano was one of the 
largest in Italy. It played a key role in the industry until 
the 1960s.

The sector’s jewel in the crown was trawler fishing.
Fano’s fishing crews were famous for trawling what local people call the 
‘muddy depths’, the most difficult fishing grounds and ones which require extensive 
experience and expertise.
Over time the sector has changed. Different fishing methods have emerged, but a great 
tradition has been kept alive. It can be found all along the Pesaro coastline, both in the local economy 
and in daily life, such as the delicious local seafood dishes made with an abundance of fish and shellfish. There are literally thou-
sands of antipasti, the most unusual of which are sea snails in a special sauce, shellfish pasta, “surf and turf” specialities such as 
clams with chickpeas, arrostita mista and fish soup, all of which deserve their place in traditional local cuisine.
Some 200 companies work in the fishing industry in the Province.
There are three ports: Gabicce, Pesaro and Fano. Another great tradition lies in the hands of the Province’s caulkers or shipwrights. 
In the shipyards of Pesaro, traditional wooden ships have been replaced by gas tankers and large fishing vessels.
Fano has become home to manufacturers of glass-reinforced plastic, an industry which has spread to nearby Communes and 
the valley of the river Cesano in particular.
Elegant yachts, much sought-after by VIPs in Italy and beyond, are produced in local shipyards.
Around 270 companies are involved in luxury yacht and ship building.

Fishing and shipbuilding, 
              traditions from the sea

Fishing industry

Shipbuilding industry



Sunshine foods
       and exquisite flavours

Arable farming still play a key role in maintaining both the local 
economy and the surrounding landscape. Nature is gene-
rous here, and local people know how to protect it and reap 

its benefits to produce exquisite food. Over seven thousand companies 
work in the agricultural sector in the Province.
The Province has some products with Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) 
status. One is Casciotta d’Urbino, a soft cheese which also makes a delicious 
sauce. It can be added to the local tagliatelle (there are excellent local artisan pastas) and 
finished off with truffles, a delicacy which is found in abundance in the woodlands of the 
Apennines.  Another PDO is Cartoceto extra virgin olive oil, known for its harmonic, fruity 
flavour. It turns even the most humble bruschetta into a ‘delight’ for the taste buds. 
The primary sector in the Province is showing significant signs of recovery. The upturn 
in business stems from the great success of farmhouse holiday operators (agriturismi), 
from perceptive restaurateurs, exponents of new lifestyles, sustainable consumers and 
tourists, all of whom are turning to farmers for typical local foods which are tasty, nutritious 
and safe to eat. All of them can be found here.
The shared objective is to establish a new, broader concept of quality, based on the 
seasonality, freshness, genuineness and authenticity central to this short supply chain, 
while also giving the consumer assurances of complete transparency, and protecting our 

priceless environment.
The association between beauty and goodness comes naturally.

Almost always, beautiful landscapes produce choice foods and cu-
linary delights.

And the Province of Pesaro and Urbino is no excep-
tion; from the shore of the Adriatic Sea to the 

Apennine peaks, it contains an astonishing 
variety of places and landscape where com-
munities have established lifestyle in har-
mony with their surroundings and a special 
affinity with beauty and good foods.

The primary sectorThe primary sector

Agrofood products



The Exhibition Centre,
        a boost
     for the economy

The exhibition area was built in Campanara, Pesaro in the 1960s at the behest of 
local business operators, particularly those in the furniture sector. 
It is located strategically, at the centre of the Province’s main road network.

Situated on the ‘Urbinate’ road, it is easy to reach from the railway station, the main 
Adriatica road and the A14 motorway. The nearest motorway exit is only a few hundred 
metres from the Exhibition Centre, providing fast links to the airports at Ancona, Rimini 
and Bologna and the Tyrrhenian coast. The ‘Due Mari’ highway starts near the exit for 
Fano, the second largest town in the Province around 12km from Pesaro.
The Campanara area has expanded over the years. The original 3,000m² building has 
been joined by a further five, giving a total surface area of 40,000m² with parking for 
3,000 cars. There are two conference halls, one seating 800 and the other 260, plus two 
conference suites with seating for around 50, not to mention bars, restaurants, a heliport 
and a shuttle service during the main exhibitions.
A new main entrance was opened in 2008, thanks to the efforts of the Exhibitions Heri-
tage Foundation.
The Campanara site is the largest exhibition area in the Marches region. It is an important 
means of promoting the Region’s excellent manufacturing sectors: furniture, engineering, 
shoes and clothing, building, fishing and food. Several dozen events – exhibitions, con-
ventions, conference and trade shows – are held at the site every year.

Main entrance

Conference room

Sport area
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how To ReaCh Us:

from Rimini airport - 30 Km
from falconara-ancona airport - 45 Km
from bologna airport - 150 Km

a14 motorway, Pesaro Urbino exit

distances from major cities:
Milan - 360 km
Rome - 330 km




